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WOMEN TO THE WRITING TABLE 

CAROL WILSON JOHNSON 

AUGUST, 1993 

ABSTRACT 

"Bringing Women to the Writing Table" is a course 

based on a compilation of research performed by other 

feminist scholars about how women learn to write and how 

women's learning experiences differ from those of men. This 

course is an effort to help women understand their 

relationship to language and how that relationship 

influences their self perception and their relationship to 

society. This course, based on feminist principles of 

enlightenment and empowerment, helps women explore their own 

historic marginalization and empowers them to break free 

from silence and to speak in their own voices. 

This study also examines how systems of authority, like 

the educational system, privileges men. Feminists challenge 

these traditional systems of power and their inherent 

subordination of women. "Bringing Women to the Writing 

Table" answers the feminist challenge by taking into account 

women's values and their distinctive socialization processes 

as it endeavors to teach women critical writing skills. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Feminist theorists, along with the post-structuralists, 

proponents of a more person-centered process approach, and 

advocates of the whole-language movement, are among those 

engaged in a long and varied struggle which challenges 

traditional formalistic approaches to teaching composition. 

This debate is not just an academic exercise; it is a 

formidable cultural, social, and political battle with far

reaching consequences. It questions social and political 

issues of power, but according to Henry Giroux in Border 

Crossings, also includes a polemic on whether universities 

"should help students question and form who they are in 

relation to their culture, their ethics, how they form 

meaning, and how they voice it" (91). 

Many theorists have for nearly a century advocated more 

inclusive writing pedagogies. For example, nineteenth

century literary critics and educators like Matthew Arnold 

(Arnold 395, Harris 117-30) and twentieth-century 

rhetoricians such as Michel Foucault (1155) challenge 

scholars to examine traditional systems of education--not 

only what is taught, but why it is taught, who is allowed to 
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teach it, and most importantly, what institutionalized 

system of exclusion and subjugation is most serviced by it? 

2 

More recently and more specifically, scholars like 

Maxine Hairston in "The Winds of Change: Thomas Kuhn and 

the Revolution in the Teaching of Writing" point to Noam 

Chomsky as a pivotal figure in the fight to change 

composition pedagogy (19). Chomsky, in his work Syntactic 

Structures published in 1957, put forward his theory of 

transformational grammar, focusing on how language is 

generated and the "process by which language comes into 

being" (19). Although his work focused on language 

acquisition, Chomsky's process-oriented approach to language 

learning inspired scholars to look at a process approach to 

learning composition as well (19). Further questioning of 

traditional product-oriented pedagogies occurred in the 

1960's when Francis Christensen wrote on "the generative 

rhetoric of the sentence and the paragraph" (19). These 

essays resulted in more discussion and research into 

writers' writing processes (19). In addition, tagmemicists 

played an important role in stimulating new ideas on 

writing. They urged "writers to generate ideas by thinking 

about subjects from a dynamic, three-faceted perspective" 

(19). Hairston also credits Carl Roger's criticism of 

behaviorist psychology with giving educators the impetus to 

"shift away from the product-response evaluation of writing" 



( 19) • But, according to Hairston, the real birth of the 

process movement came to fruition at the Anglo-American 

Seminar on the Teaching of English, held at Dartmouth 

College in 1966 (19). Hairston sees this meeting as the 
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"major event" responsible for the pedagogical shift in focus 

to process writing (19). This conference resulted in 

"eminent educators from Britain and the United States" de-

emphasizing "the formal teaching of grammar and usage" and 

emphasizing "the writing process in a non-prescriptive 

atmosphere" (19). 

Hairston notes that education is experiencing what Kuhn 

refers to as a "paradigm shift," a "revolution in the 

teaching of writing" (13). Educators rebel against the 

traditional approach to teaching composition because it 

fails to meet the needs of today's students. Richard 

Young's description of the traditional approach reveals the 

rigidness some educators wish to reject: 

the emphasis on the composed product rather than 
the composing process; the analysis of discourse 
into description, narration, exposition, and 
argument; the strong concern with usage ••• and 
with style; the preoccupation with the informal 
essay and research paper; and so on. (qtd. in 
Hairston 16) 

Educators today want malleable pedagogies, pedagogies 

adaptable to varying student needs, particularly pedagogies 

that move to meet the student, rather than those that wait 

intractably for the student to come to them. Feminist 
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theorists, like other scholars such as Hairston, Donald 

Murray ("Assumptions" and "Teaching Writing as a Process not 

Product"), Steven Zemelman and Harvey Daniels ("Defining the 

Process Paradigm"), no longer see the traditional model as a 

viable tool for teaching composition. Murray states that 

the traditional model emphasizes "vocabulary, spelling, 

usage, mechanics, and the conventions of manuscript 

presentation • • • organization, style, and appeals to 

audience" ("Assumptions" 338). Where in the maze of 

mechanics and convention does the method reach out to entice 

students, to call forth their spirits, to encourage their 

fragile thoughts, to capture their imaginations? While 

negotiating the maze, many students fall off the vehicle of 

education and are left as puddles of alphabet soup lying 

beside the road. 

Traditionalists remain recalcitrant partly because they 

are so thoroughly entrenched in English texts. James Berlin 

and Robert Inkster analyzed repeated patterns in "four well

known and commercially successful rhetoric texts" (Freshman 

English News Winter, 1980) and were able to identify 

dominant, repetitive features of the traditional paradigm. 

They found that the traditional paradigm "stressed 

expository writing to the virtual exclusion of all other 

forms," posits a reality that is static and unrealistically 

expects all writers to respond or describe it in the same 



way "regardless of the rhetorical situation," and sees 

"style" as the critical component of writing pedagogy 

(Hairston 16). 

Another key issue concerning opponents of the 

traditional model involves the training and focus of the 

teachers who teach composition. Murray and Hairston 

identify a significant chasm between the training and focus 

of those teaching composition and the needs of the students 

receiving their instruction. Murray points out that since 

most traditional English teachers are trained in literary 

criticism ("Teaching Writing" 89), these teachers perform 

what he calls "autopsies" on their students "products • 

frustrating [and even] • humiliating" their anxious 

students (89). Hairston points out that the problem with 

college writing teachers is that they are not "professional 

writing teachers," they are not aware of the current 

scholarship on composition pedagogies, and they do not 

attend professional meetings on composition topics (17). 

According to Hairston, these teachers are "literary critics 

first and teachers of literature second," even though, as 

Hairston says, they may spend more than half of their 

classroom workload teaching writing--and using the 

traditional model to do so (17). Teaching writing as a 

"service course" and "skills course," according to Hairston, 

"denies that writing requires intellectual activity and 
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ignores the importance of writing as a basic method of 

learning ••• " (17). More importantly, it can also deny 

marginalized students, often women, a nurturing learning 

experience that fosters rather than impedes their 

intellectual development. 

Hairston alleges that the traditional paradigm makes 

three assumptions that are not always true. First, it 

assumes "competent writers know what they are going to say 

before they begin to write" so that they just need to be 

taught some form for their writing (Hairston 16), although 

current research proves that writing is a form of learning 

and exploring, "a process to be experienced" (Zemelman 334). 

Second, the traditional paradigm believes "the composing 

process is linear" (Hairston 16), when in fact current 

research reveals writing to be a recursive and reiterative 

process (Murray, "Assumptions" 337; Hillocks 247-48). And 

finally, the traditional model presupposes that "teaching 

editing is teaching writing" (Hairston 16), although many 

studies find that the effective writing teacher is the 

teacher-facilitator (Hillocks 247-48; Belenky, Clinchy, 

Goldberger, and Tarule1 217-18). 

Critics of the traditional model note that it did not 

come from "experimentation or research" but from the 

1At 1993 CCCC conference in San Diego, Belenky 
requested citations include all names rather than "et al." 
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classical rhetorical tradition whereby discourse was 

organized by invention, arrangement, and style (Hairston 

16). Therefore, it is a "prescriptive and orderly view of 

the creative act" (16). It presupposes the writer's ability 

to generate ideas (knowledge) and incorporate them within 

the formal framework of prescriptive grammars (16). 

Because this traditional paradigm fails particul~rly in 

meeting women's learning needs, feminist rhetorical 

theo;ists sought to discover why. These feminist 

rhet~ficians drew upon the work of feminist educational 

theorists who had begun to formulate education/learntng 

pedagogies for women by examining how women learn. Th~y 

also drew on the theories of psychologists, sociologi~t:··-s·, 

and·linguists who studied the educational needs of women. 

Thei~'research yielded a result similar to the result the 

feminists had earlier identified: the feeling of 

powerlessness is a central issue in the education of women. 

How does powerlessness affect women in the composition 

classroom? How do teachers overcome women's feelings of·· 

powerlessness and empower women to write, to 

knowledge, to create? 

Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule, in thei:r: 

psychological study of how women learn and make knowledge, 
~.- ~. "\' ", 

Women'§. Ways of Knowing, discuss women's relationship's:'t t'o 

the institution of education. They note that women ~~a~ 
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their lack of knowledge, and they quote Virginia Woolf as an 

example of how even accomplished women question their own 

ability to gain and generate knowledge (195). Woolf wrote: 

"Suppose one woke and found oneself to be a fraud? • • • It 

was part of my madness, that horror" (qtd. in Belenky, 

Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule 195). 

Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule found that 

women returning to college or entering college for the first 

time particularly felt this fear (195), that achievement did 

not guarantee a woman's self-esteem. And in particular they 

noted that during this time of transition, the teacher's 

approval was critical. Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and 

Tarule noted that even the "most privileged women" needed 

signs of personal acceptance and looked to their teachers 

for this approval (196). And, quite interestingly, their 

studies found women felt female teacher approval was more 

legitimate than that of male teachers which they often 

rejected, feeling the male teachers were patronizing or that 

their "praise came with strings attached" (197). 

These findings and recommendations parallel many of the 

education strategies offered by feminist theorists. Women'~ 

Ways of Knowing recommends that teachers who design a course 

for women should begin with what the women know as opposed 

to the traditional approach which starts with what the 

teacher knows (198). Belenky and her co-authors point out 
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that often courses ask "the culture's questions" and since 

women are not the dominant culture these questions may 

confuse, if not alienate women (198). "Women's access to a 

male dominated culture [education]" may "bring with it 

alienation, repression, division--a silencing of the 

'feminine,' a loss of women's inheritance" (qtd. in Belenky, 

Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule 198). No wonder that, as 

the study shows, "most women students do not expect colleges 

to honor their concerns" (198). 

Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule's study of 

women's ways of learning supports feminist pedagogy's 

curriculum/classroom structure. They found that women 

complain more about "excessive control" than about "lack of 

structure" (205), and, like many feminist educators, they 

found that women prefer an environment or atmosphere which 

was "less academic and more intellectual" (208). They also 

found that women benefited "especially from systems in which 

the teaching functions and the assessing function" were 

separate, much like the recommendations of Peter Elbow 

(208). Women need a nurturing environment where they feel 

safe to "break free" to find themselves and their own voices 

(213). They need an environment that "takes care" but does 

not "take over" (213). 

Mina Shaughnessy identified many of the same concerns 

and needs among her "open enrollment" students at City 



University of New York and discusses them in Errors and 

Expectations. She analyzed over 4000 student placement 

essays and over a period of five years attempted to get at 

the "roots to their problems": 
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basic writers write the way they do, not because 
they are slow or non-verbal, indifferent to or 
incapable of academic excellence, but because they 
are beginners and must, like all beginners, learn 
by making mistakes. • • • And the keys to their 
development as writers often lie in the very 
features of their writing that English teachers 
have been trained to brush aside with a marginal 
code letter or a scribbled injunction of 
"Proofread!" Such strategies ram at the doors of 
their incompetence while the keys that would open 
them lie in view. • • • The work [of teaching 
these students to write] must be informed by an 
understanding not only of what is missing or why, 
but of why this is so. (qtd. in Hairston 21-22) 

Many women are among the ranks of students included in an 

open enrollment program. These women students have special 

needs in relation to gender, and as Giroux points out, in 

relation to their class and race. Feminist pedagogy focuses 

on the specific needs of women in their learning 

environments. The goal is to empower women throughout their 

learning experience. 

Woman's struggle is a political, social, and cultural 

struggle. Feminists hope to help in the re-envisioning and 

re-constructing of educational pedagogies with an emphasis 

on empowerment for women. Like Giroux, feminists believe 

"critical citizenship" must be part of the academic 

curriculum (74). Women "need the skill and information to 



find themselves in history, to speak in their own voices," 

to question the status quo, and thereby "exercise civic 

courage" ( 7 4). 
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CHAPTER II 

A FEMINIST PERSPECTIVE ON RHETORIC 

Like Olivia Frey in "Beyond Literary Darwinism: 

Women's Voices and Critical Discourse," many feminist 

scholars ask why they must write in the conventions of their 

disciplines instead of in a way that "seems more natural" 

(507). Why are they forced to assume an uncomfortable 

academic posture, when as Jane Tompkins ("Me and My Shadow," 

New Literary History) puts it, this style feels "like 

wearing men's jeans" (507). Frey and Tompkins articulate a 

question many women students want to ask, yet lack the voice 

to compose. 

Like Frey, Tompkins, and some twentieth-century 

rhetoricians such as Foucault and Derrida, feminists 

question who determines acceptable discourse pedagogy and 

why. Patricia Bizzell and Bruce Herzberg note in The 

Rhetorical Tradition that Foucault answers this question in 

The Order of Discourse by echoing Friedrich Nietzsche's 

claim that "when discourse about knowledge is produced," one 

must not ask who is speaking, but rather one must ask "what 

institutional role, legal status, social privilege, or 

educational or other certification determines who may claim 
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the right to speak authoritatively" (1127). According to: 

Foucault, only after we have established the hidden agenda 

of the community that authorizes who speaks and where and 

when they may speak, can we begin to analyze the "forms of 

reasoning" propelling what those speakers have to say 

(1127). And, not only does this institutional authority 

hold power over what determines acceptable discourse 

pedagogy, but it also determines who will be able to 

exercise this power. Unquestionably, this institutional 

authority has traditionally belonged to men. So when 

feminists ask why must they write in what they consider to 

be a male mode of discourse, Foucault answers that it is 

because this is the discourse of those in power--men. 

13 

Foucault would go on to say that those in power 

practice "procedures of exclusion," a kind of "prohibition" 

if you will (1155). Foucault believes there are three typ~~· 

of prohibitions intersecting and acting on each other in a 

kind of grid. He sees this grid fluctuating, and identifie~f, 

the darkest squares on the grid in the area of "sexuality , 

and politics" (1155). In fact, Foucault sees discourse as 

"far from being a transparent or neutral element in which 

sexuality is disarmed and politics pacified," but it to be 

"one of the places where sexuality and politics exercise in. 

a privileged way some of their most formidable powers" 

(1155). Foucault emphasizes that the "prohibitions" and 
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controls surrounding discourse "reveal its link" to "desire 

and power" (1155). This is not surprising "since, as 

psychoanalysis has shown, discourse is not simply that which 

manifests (or hides) desire--it is also the object of 

desire; and since, as history constantly teaches us, 

discourse is not simply that which translates struggles or 

systems of domination, but is the thing for which and by 

which there is struggle, discourse is the power which is to 

be seized" (1155). 

Feminists who question discourse pedagogy, are directly 

questioning the throne of linguistic power while shaking the 

foundations of institutionalized authority. Undeniably, 

many feminists wish to deconstruct this pedagogical kingdom 

and reconstruct one in a matriarchal model or at least one 

inclusive of the discourse needs of women. Ruskin once 

wrote that the only sin worse than not believing in God, was 

believing that your god was the only god. Like Ruskin, many 

feminists ask us to open our minds to the "other." They ask 

us not to believe that masculine discourse, or if you will, 

the current accepted academic discourse, is the only 

acceptable academic discourse, but to question as Foucault 

and other twentieth-century rhetoricians have how the 

present academic discourse has become the standard by which 

all other discourses are measured. 
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What features might a feminist pedagogy--a pedagogy 

aimed at inclusion, a pedagogy that acknowledges and exposes 

women's historic marginalization--have, most specifically in 

respect to the teaching and mastery of written discourse? 

When feminists analyze, theorize, and research the 

study of rhetoric, they make three basic assumptions (Foss 

275). First, feminists assume that gender has been used to 

subordinate women to men (275). This subordination 

constructs gender so that women's experiences are of less 

consequence than men's and thereby disallows to women "equal 

opportunities for self expression" (275). From this 

feminist point of view, gender is not equivalent to sex. 

Sex is biological, but gender "is a social and psychological 

construction" involving "cultural notions of appropriate 

behavior for women and men" (275). 

The second assumption a feminist perspective makes 

concerns the different values women share because of their 

distinctive socialization processes (275). Feminists 

believe that because of their long "experience of 

oppression" (Foss 276), women, like other minorities, 

construct different value systems from men (Gilligan 16-17) 

and "that women's perceptions, meanings, and experiences" 

have tremendous value (275). Women, who have suffered from 

the exploitation of power, view the world from a different 

perspective than those men who have wielded the power. 
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The third assumption of a feminist perspective is that 

"research [of feminist rhetoric] is conducted for the 

purpose of improving women's lives" (276). The primary goal 

of feminist research is "to empower women" and to help them 

"make sense of" a world where they "are denied status and 

voice" (276). 

Feminists take all these values and experiences 

(differences) into consideration when developing constructs 

about women's writings. They not only value feminine 

qualities such as "interdependence, emotionality, self

questioning, vulnerability, wholeness, egalitarian use of 

power, focus on process not product, and an ethic based on 

car(ing]" (276), but they also recognize these qualities as 

positive rather than assigning them their historically 

negative connotation. 

These perspectives inform feminist research on women 

and language. According to Foss et al. in Contemporary 

Perspectives on Rhetoric, Barrie Thorne, Cheris Kramarae, 

and Nancy Henley in Language, Gender and Society, and Pamela 

J. Annas in "Silences: Feminist Language Research and the 

Teaching of Writing," feminists divide their research into 

four categories: feminist linguistics, feminist literary 

criticism, French feminist rhetorical theory, and women's 

writing processes (Annas 6-7). Each of these categories is 

critical for teaching composition to women, because women 
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have been systematically excluded from making meaning, from 

knowing their history and their literature, and from 

creating knowledge. 

An historical look at feminist linguistics in the u.s. 

and Great Britain focuses on "speech interactions between 

men and women" (6). According to Annas, this focus includes 

the areas of "who interrupts whom in conversation," who gets 

the most "air time," who asks the most questions, whose 

topic gets explored and whose gets ignored, "the use of tag 

questions," how language structures such generic terms as 

("he" and "man") "which make women invisible, the prevalence 

of degrading, trivializing and hostile terms," the addition 

of suffixes ("ess" and "ette"), and the custom by which 

women lose their names when they marry (6). 

Because of their patriarchal ties, generic terms such 

as "he," "mankind," and "chairman" have historically been 

borrowed from the masculine vernacular (Foss 277). This 

masculine standard implies that men are the norm, "the 

universal," and that "women are somehow different" (277). 

The insidious nature of generic terms has been verified by 

several studies. These studies find that males and females 

most often interpret generic terms to imply men and boys, 

and since males thus represent the linguistic convention, 

women appear to be outside the norm in some inferior or 

subjugated position. 
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Another aspect of sexism in language involves the 

"semantic derogation of women" (277). Terms connecting 

women with obscene or debased labels are prevalent in the 

English language (277). Men assign women such animal names 

as "chick," "lamb," and "bitch," or food names such as 

"dish," "tomato," and "sugar and spice" (277). In Man Made 

Language, one of Dale Spender's tests for sexism in language 

looks at words for sexual promiscuity. She finds that 

many of the words for women [have] sexual 
overtones and despite the fact there [are] more 
words for men [gentleman, etc.], of the smaller 
sample assigned to women there [are] 220 words for 
a sexually promiscuous female and only 20 for a 
sexually promiscuous male. (15) 

This discrepancy is indicative of the inequality of language 

defined by men in a world where they enjoy the advantage 

through power and control (15). 

In addition, most words used to describe similar 

characteristics in both men and women exhibit positive 

connotations when they describe men and negative 

connotations when they describe women. These terms include 

words such as bachelor/spinster, gigolo/whore, wizard/witch, 

and grandfatherly advice/old wives' tale (Foss 278). In Of 

Grammatology, Jacques Derrida says these binary oppositions 

are "manifestations of the metaphysics of presence (the 

reaching beyond language to the reality it names •••• )" 

(Bizzell 1166). "Derrida maintains that 'il n'y a pas de 

hors-texte'--there is nothing outside the text (158)," or in 
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other words, "our knowledge of the world is constructed from 

language" (Bizzell 1165). Therefore, according to Derrida, 

"language cannot be transcended to reach the thing 

'signified ' while disposing of the 'signifier'" (Bizzell 

1165)--meaning the symbol or word with all its wondrous and 

insidious connotations cannot be overlooked when looking at 

what it signifies. This has significant social implications 

for women and affects how women learn to write. 

Many linguists believe 

that the sexism encoded in the structure of 
language and acted out in speech situations 
finally has less to do with gender per se than it 
does with who has the power to name, to speak, and 
to expect that one's words will be heard and 
valued. • • • As Dale Spender • • • wrote in Man 
Made Language, women have essentially been kept a 
muted group. (6) 

Consequently, women must acquire an understanding of their 

position in relation to the English language before they can 

effectively use and change that language to speak and write 

in their own voice. 

Another area of research and inclusion in feminist 

rhetoric and feminist criticism involves the recognition of 

particular women as accomplished speakers and writers (Foss 

282). Western male rhetoric has a rich and ancient 

historical tradition lacking for Western female rhetoric 

(282). Why? Because it has been historically constituted 

by those who hold power. According to Foucault, in the 
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sixth century B.C. the Greek poets were valorized because 

they generated the discourse that "inspired respect and 

terror," and while their discourse prophesied the future it 

"not only announced what was going to happen but helped to 

make it happen, carrying men's minds along with it and thus 

weaving itself into the fabric of destiny" (1156). Later, 

between Hesiod and Plato, poets and speakers began to 

recognize a distinction between true discourse and false 

discourse (1156). Subsequently, these two kinds of 

discourses were divided, and the false discourse or "the 

sophists [was] banished" (1156). So, after this "great 

Platonic division," the "will to truth" possessed its own 

history, "which is not that of constraining truths: the 

history of the range of objects to be known, of the 

functions and positions of the knowing subjects, of the 

material, technical, and instrumental investments of 

knowledge" (1156). The foundation and specificity of 

today's academic knowledge had been laid as well as the 

mechanisms to control its self-perpetuation. 

This so-called true discourse, "like other systems of 

exclusion, rests on an institutional support •.• " (1157). 

It is reinforced and renewed by academic institutions, their 

pedagogies, their selection of canonical materials, and 

their power to name knowledge, give it value, and distribute 

it within the society (1157). Thus, this "will to truth," 
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this true discourse, relies on "institutional distribution" 

and exerts a "power of constraint on other discourses" 

(1157). 

In addition, Foucault describes other ways of 

controlling and delimiting discourse that might also explain 

how women have been historically excluded from the canon. 

He describes how societies have their major narratives, 

their "ritualized sets of discourses, preserved 

because it is suspected that behind them there is a secret 

treasure" (1158). These treasures include primary texts on 

religious, judicial, scientific, and literary subjects as 

well as secondary texts consisting of the scholarly 

interpretations of the primary texts (1158). 

Foucault sees "the hierarchy between primary and 

secondary texts" as playing two roles which reinforce each 

other: 

On the one hand it allows the (endless) 
construction of new discourses: the dominance of 
the primary text, its permanence, its status as a 
discourse which can always be reactualized, the 
multiple or hidden meaning with which it is 
credited, the essential reticence and richness 
which is attributed to it, all this is the basis 
for an open possibility of speaking. (1158) 

Yet, Foucault goes on to say tha~ although scholars and 

students attempt to articulate something "beyond" the text, 

they in fact are, essentially, creating "repetition in 

disguise" (1158-59). And, furthermore, Foucault sees this 
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as the foundation of the academic disciplines. If, as 

indeed seems to be the case, access to a particular 

discipline requires knowledge, even mastery, of its hallowed 

major texts, then in the end, it is the discipline itself, 

according to Foucault, that "is [the] principle of control 

over the production of discourse" (1159). 

Since historically it is men who have controlled the 

disciplines, men have determined the canons (the approved 

primary texts) and performed the scholarly interpretations 

(the secondary texts), and they have done so essentially to 

the exclusion of women. So, in effect, women have been 

systematically silenced throughout history. Today, 

feminists are trying to redefine the canon by researching 

and reporting on those women who have influenced political 

history and by including worthy but little-known women 

writers and speakers. 

Currently, feminist scholars are compiling women's 

speeches and anthologizing their writing. A literary 

history is being recovered and reconstructed. Besides their 

works, women rhetors themselves, like the French feminists 

we will discuss later, are becoming the focus of studies by 

many feminist scholars (Foss 283). This research will help 

women and men understand women's rhetorical contributions 

and the rich perspectives women express in language. 
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Actually, women's cultural values and subsequent use of 

language promotes empowerment, personal discovery, self

expression, and cooperation causing some researchers to 

believe that women's ways of communicating are superior to 

those of men (284). Consequently, feminists affirm that 

women's forms of expression should be valued in their own 

right and by their own merit--"not simply in comparison to 

men" (284). 

However, almost all research on women's writings and 

women's voices has been reported in comparison to men's. 

For example, writers such as "Mary Daly, Susan Griffin, Jill 

Johnston, Kate Millet, and Tillie Olsen [b]uild on Carol 

Gilligan's work on female moral development" and agree with 

her that 

patriarchal expressive modes [of discourse] 
reflect an epistemology that perceives the world 
in terms of categories, dichotomies, roles, 
stasis, and causation, while female expressive 
modes reflect an epistemology that perceives the 
world in terms of ambiguities, pluralities, 
processes, continuities, and complex 
relationships. (qtd. in Annas 13) 

In fact, Thomas J. Farrell's "The Female and Male Modes 

of Rhetoric" gives a detailed discussion of the 

epistemological differences in female and male modes of 

discourse. Farrell points out male and female discourse 

mode differences in composition form, classroom instruction, 

and style of expression. For example, male composition form 
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begins with a statement of the conclusion, while female 

composition form begins with a line of reasoning as proof 

the thesis should be taken seriously (916). In the 

classroom, the male mode of discourse is taught as the 

acceptable academic discourse, while women's studies is on 

the fringe, attempting to find acceptance for including 

women's modes in the curriculum. And when speaking or 

writing, often the male style of expression is valued over 

the female style: the male style is seen as logical, the 

female style as illogical (913). Farrell says that women 

are not illogical, but "differently logical" (913). He sees 

women as "open-ended" and men as "close-ended" (913). 

Farrell feels women are more balanced, more aware of the 

effect of rhetoric, more supportive and potentially 

integrative, and more restrained, less contrastive and less 

given to blaming and attacking (914). Men are more verbally 

combative--displaying assertive antagonism, polarized, 

playful, and more concerned with winning than with 

compromising (910, 916). Therefore, according to Farrell, 

men are more divisive (917). Farrell believes the female 

mode of discourse is more difficult to master and use 

effectively than the male mode, but cites authors like 

Virginia Woolf who have used it to great effect (915-16). 

The female mode can be used in conjunction with the male 



mode, and when it is used effectively Farrell feels the 

female mode of discourse is extremely powerful (920). 
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Another area of study, and a particularly controversial 

one, addresses the scholarship and theories of the French 

rhetoricians. Foss et al. identify two stages in the 

feminist challenge to traditional rhetoric--the inclusion 

stage and the revisionist stage (276-87). The inclusion 

stage challenges the status quo to include women's writing 

and communication in the canon of rhetorical study, whereas 

the revisionist stage demands a reconceptualization of the 

"rhetorical constructs" used by scholars to analyze women's 

rhetoric (276-87). The reconceptualization stage is best 

understood by studying the polemic rhetorical theories of 

French feminists like Helen Cixous and Julia Kristeva as 

well as Chantal Chawaf, Marguerite Duras, Madeleine Gagnon, 

Xaviere Gauthier, and Luce Iragaray. 

Clara Junker, in "Writing (with) Cixous," describes 

these French feminist theorists as the "rebellious 

daughters" of their influential "father-mentors"--Derrida, 

Freud, and Lacan (424). These feminists focus on "the 

specificity of female psychology and its symbolic 

realizations" (Kristeva 19). They explore, question, and 

even re-write the "dynamic of sign" (19), the "linguistic 

symbology" that in Western culture has "relegated women to a 

subordinate position in order to elevate men" (Junker 425). 
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French feminists see Western discourse as 

phallogocentric--"the fantasy of a central, idealized 

subject and the phallus as signifier of power and authority" 

(425). In an effort to thwart this repressive discourse, 

the French feminists have turned to Derrida's "exploration 

of the textual unconscious" and the "writerly repressed 

other" ( 425). These theories are regarded as "crucial to 

the feminist enterprise" (425). Since Derrida's texts 

continuously move, possessing no beginnings and no endings, 

"difference becomes • • • a constant deferral of meaning and 

definition" (425). This directly supports the French 

feminist position concerning language differences between 

women and men, because the French feminists propose that 

women, unlike men, are always in a state of flux, of 

producing, of becoming, of experiencing. 

In addition, the French feminists reject Lacan's 

linguistic stage theory, which states that male children 

identify linguistically with Logos (the father, the phallus) 

and female children identify linguistically with the absence 

of or lack of a "speaking ••• gendered subject" (426). 

The French feminists combat Lacan's theory by 

"distinguish[ing] between biological females and the 

feminine linguistic position" (426). They celebrate 

femininity, female sexuality, and female bodily desires 

"unappropriated by phallic/symbolic systems" (426). 
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According to Cixous, l'ecriture feminine ("a writing said to 

be feminine") "takes on the qualities of the pre-linguistic 

imaginary, the realm of bodily pleasures and drives 

untouched by castration and separation" (426). These erotic 

writings "defy phallogocentric notions of coherence and 

meaning" and "flood texts with symbols of the feminine" 

(426). 

Cixous sees women as an oppressed group and addresses 

almost all her writing to feminist issues (Bizzell 1227). 

In "The Laugh of the Medusa," Cixous speaks to women about 

women--and about "a universal woman subject who must bring 

women to their senses and to their meaning in history" 

(Cixous 1233). For Cixous, there is no such thing as a 

"typical woman" (Bizzell 1227). 

Cixous confesses that she did not begin to write until 

she was twenty-seven years old. She felt writing was for 

"great men" and feared that her writing would be considered 

"silly" (1233). But then, she began to write--and, 

professing that "woman must write woman" (1234), she writes 

woman indeed: 

It is necessary and sufficient that the best of 
herself be given to woman by another woman for her 
to be able to live herself and return in love the 
body that was "born" to her. (1237) 

Until now, she claims, a kind of "marked writing" has 

occurred. This writing was "extensively and repressively 

• • • run by libidinal and cultural--hence political and 
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typically masculine [economies] which are the foci of man's 

repression over women" (1235). This "marked writing" has 

been overtly and covertly perpetrated through the 

"mystifying charms of fiction • • • [which has] exaggerated 

all the signs of sexual opposition," but not those of sexual 

difference; subsequently woman has never had her turn to 

speak or write (1235). 

Cixous's remedy is for women to write themselves in new 

ways. She feels they must write themselves individually, 

accessing their native strength (1236). She states that 

women must seize the moment to speak, and they must speak 

through their bodies, physically materializing what they 

wish to say (1236). 

Also, Cixous believes women are never too far from the 

"mother" (1237). She says women write "in white ink" 

(1237). And Cixous especially feels that women should give 

their productive force to other women: 

In women there is always more or less of the 
mother who makes everything all right, who 
nourishes, and who stands up against separation, a 
force that will not be cut off but will knock the 
wind out of the codes. (1237) 

Like Cixous, Julia Kristeva believes that "Western 

society is founded on the separation or sacrifice of women 

who accept their relegation to a subordinate role to aid in 

differentiating a superior role to men" (Bizzell 1230). 

Kristeva suggests "that women be brought to consciousness of 



their oppression" through research and through "writing 

their bodies" ( 12 3 0) • 
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Believing, again like Cixous, that women have been 

systematically repressed, Kristeva puts forward in "Women's 

Time" her sociosymbolic contract theory (1259). Here, she 

discusses how women move from the traditional social codes 

for language to the "shattering" of language in order to 

find "discourse(s] closer to the body and emotions" (1259). 

In her sociosymbolic contract theory, Kristeva states 

that "language and social code are firmly rooted in the 

sacrificial logic of separation and syntactical sequence" 

( 1259). Although women identify with this sacrificial 

logic, Kristeva believes they also reject its paternal 

function (1259). ~his identification/rejection conflict 

ultimately generates "psychoses"--producing two types of 

"couriterinvestment" termed the "sociosymbolic contract" 

(1259). 

According to ~risteva, one counterinvestment of the 

sociosymbolic contract could be destructive. It attempts to 

take hold of this contract and "possess it in order to enjoy 

it" or "subvert it " by promoting feminist power and master 

ideologies (1259). This approach is simply a reverse of the 

phallogogcentric. 

The other counterinvestment appears more productive. 

It attempts to explore the components of the sociosymbolic 
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contract--"from the very personal effect experienced when 

facing it as a subject as a woman" ( 1259). This exploration 

leads to research and subsequent language deconstruction. 

The ultimate goal is for feminists and scholars "to break 

the code" and "to shatter language" in order "to find a 

specific discourse closer to the body and emotions, [and] 

the unnameable repressed by the social contract" ( 1259). 

Also in "Women's Time" Kristeva discusses the new 

generation of women and how they will no longer buy the 

sociosymbolic contract as a sacrificial contract. The 

feminists in Europe are turning to codes with affinities to 

matriarchal beliefs--"beliefs characterizing matrilineal 

societies" (1264-65). Kristeva says that women, through 

their literature, can and will throw off their "sacrificial 

robes [and] • • • nourish their societies with a more 

flexible and free discourse" ( 1964). 

With the French feminists leading the way, women's 

rhetoric is winning recognition and respect. New constructs 

for use in rhetorical evaluation are being developed and 

implemented. As the rhetorical canon expands to include 

feminist rhetoric, the new generation of feminists proudly 

promote their differences while continuing to follow Cixous 

and write through their bodies. 

The fourth area of feminist research concerns women 

writers and their writing processes (Annas 6-7). According 
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to Julia Stanley and Susan J. Wolfe in "Consciousness as 

Style: Style as Aesthetic," women's writing is a reflection 

of their social condition and differs from men's writing 

because of their different life experiences and women's 

special perspectives (125). As an example, Stanley and Wolfe 

cite Lillian Robinson's speech to the Modern Language 

Association in 1967, in which she observed: 

Women speak for women--for our experience and the 
viewpoint it shapes, if not necessarily in our 
common interest. No man, however sincerely our 
partisan, is able to speak with our authority 
about the lives, the feelings, or the 
consciousness of women. (125) 

Like other scholars, Stanley and Wolfe believe "women's 

style" in writing comes from a "tradition of silence, • 

[and the] closely guarded, personal, revelatory language of 

diaries and journals" (125). This is why it differs from 

the style accepted as literary and correct in patriarchal 

writings (125). 

In Beyond God the Father, Mary Daly reminds us that all 

"symbolic and linguistic instruments for communication--

including the whole theological tradition in world 

religion--has been formulated by males under the conditions 

of patriarchy" (126). These structures serve the culture 

that created them, and are limiting to feminine expressive 

modes of discourse. 

Women writers today are exploring new ways of 

stretching and expanding the English language to include 
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their own sensibilities and perceptions (127). Stanley and 

Wolfe included the following excerpts to show how women are 

using new forms of language, especially in the naming 

process, to define their relationship to the world, to other 

women, and to themselves (127). Maud Haimson's short story, 

"Hands" is an excellent example of this style: 

She waited a moment until this little woman came 
in. She wasn't regular little, smaller than that 
even. At first, the little woman didn't pay 
attention to the other woman, instead she moved 
her looks toward the rocks as though they were a 
matter of now importance. The new-to-the-cave 
woman nodded and waited. The cave woman picked up 
a small rock, touched it all around, and brought 
it to the older woman. The older outside woman 
took it, touched it and holding it asked the 
inside woman if she'd been outside. The stone 
woman shook her head and taking a look at her 
stove picked up some rocks and put them in her 
many pocketed cloth-like thing going to the 
ground, pockets in the back too with bulges from 
stones. She followed the other woman out. 

The new-to-the-outside woman stood at the 
entrance and looked out. • • • The moving woman 
would not leave the entrance of the cave. 

The sea, sky and air woman took the new-to
the-outside woman's hand and led her out toward 
the sea. • • • 

"You like it here?" the experienced woman 
asked. • • • But they had to go, the taller now 
standing-up woman decided, taking her hand once 
more. • • • The driving woman asked the other if 
she could make the rocks stop their light and the 
woman stopped the light, "except one". 
(qtd. in Stanley and Wolfe 127) 

Haimson's characters' names come directly from their 

processes and functions in the text (128). Also, Haimson 

redefines traditionally negative terms used by men for women 
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such as "experienced woman" (sexually knowledgeable), "the 

other woman" (adulteress), and "the little woman" (wives or 

girlfriends) into descriptive positive terms (128). "In 

wrenching such phrases from their patriarchal meaning and 

contexts, Haimson has created a new language without 

creating new words" (128). 

Many women writers write in the "prose of revelation 

and revolution" drawn from their experience of silence or of 

talking to themselves (131). Often this results in a 

confessional, "rambling, associative style that 

characterizes reverie, interior monologue, and even third 

person narrative," as seen in Ntozake Shange's For Colored 

Girls Who Have Considered Suicide When the Rainbow Is Enuf: 

lady in yellow 
i've lost it 
touch wit reality 
I dont know who's doin it 
i that i waz but i waz so stupid i waz able to be 
hurt 
& that's not real 
not anymore 
i shd be immune 
if i'm 
still alive & that's what i waz discussin 
how i am still 
alive & my dependency on other living beins for 
love 
i survive on intimacy & tomorrow 
that's all i've got going 
& the music waz like smack & you knew abt that 
& still refused my dance waz not enuf 
& it waz all i had 
but being alive & being a woman & being colored is 
a 
metaphysical dilemma 
i havent conquered yet 



do you see the point 
my spirit is too ancient to understand the 
separation of 
soul & gender 
my love is too delicate to have thrown 
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back on my face. • • • (qtd. in Stanley and Wolfe 
131) 

An even more dramatic movement is seen in Jill 

Johnston's prose as it shifts form, meaning, and phrasing 

"working circles within circles": 

• • • the 350 years of Abraham intersample Abraham 
lived for 350 years because the bible ages are 
only a succession of sons and fathers and 
grandfathers intensely identifying with their 
ancestors their son so identified naturely with 
the father that he believed he was the father and 
of course he was as was Abraham and Isaac and 
Ja.cob and Esau and Reuben and Simeon and Levi and 
Judah and Joseph each one lived for 350 years, but 
who are the daughters of Rachel and Ruth and Sarah 
and Rebekah the rest we do not know the daughters 
never had any daughters they had only sons who 
begat more sons and sons so we have very little 
sense, from that peculiar book, of the lineage and 
ligaments and legacies and identities of mothers 
and daughters and their mothers and mothers and 
daughters and sisters who were naturally not 
lesbians if they had nothing of each other save 
sons so now we must say Verily I say unto thee, 
except a woman be born again she cannot see the 
Kingdom of Goddess a woman must be born again to 
be herself her own eminence and grace the queen 
queen-self whose mother has pressed upon her mouth 
innumerable passionate kisses so sigh us •••• 
(qtd. in Stanley and Wolfe 132) 

Johnston's circular style shows her "changing perspectives" 

and her "personal evolution" (133). 

These examples are just a few of the many different 

women's styles expressed in women's writing today, women's 



styles in writing that reflect their heritage. This 

heritage is outside the traditionally accepted literary 

world of patriarchal writing (135), on the periphery, and 

often marginal. Why? Because patriarchal language is 
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inadequate for the needs of women writers. Therefore, women 

writers in the twentieth century are struggling, inventing, 

deconstructing, and reconstructing language in an attempt to 

reflect their "conceptual processes"--the "unrelenting 

language of process and change" (135). Women's writing is 

always moving, continuously remaining in a state of flux: 

Flux is the only experience; stasis is impossible. 
Labels and abstract nouns as viable perceptive 
categories give way to active, process verbs and 
concrete nouns, the language of touch; verbs of 
specific action replace the abstract, more general 
verbs. On the discourse level, we find a 
discursive, conjunctive style instead of the 
complex, subordinating, linear style of 
classification and distinction. • • • In contrast 
to a subordinate syntax (in which the complexity 
of experience is embedded in dependent clauses, 
reflecting experience already categorized, 
qualified, detached from its happening), the 
writer attempts to order her perceptions through a 
kind of cumulative syntax, using juxtaposed 
clauses to express the relationships as they 
suggest themselves. It is the syntax of woman's 
consciousness, the rush of perception, the speech 
that tells all as it emerges. It is the syntax 
that charges through time/space, taking into 
itself the urgency of speed; the trick is not to 
get "caught in time." (Stanley and Wolfe 137) 

There is little doubt that gender has been used and is 

still being used to subordinate women to men, and women's 

values are constructed differently than men's because of 
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their different socialization processes. There is also 

little doubt that research by feminists is performed in an 

effort to in~estigate these differences and to improve 

women's lives. These assumptions inform the purpose and 

perspective of this paper, the development of "Bringing 

Women to the Writing Table." For I believe, like the 

feminists cited above, that women must know their history in 

order to understand their place in society, and even in the 

world. With this understanding, women can begin to know 

themselves, and it is at this point, in the words of Cixous, 

that "woman must write herself." 



CHAPTER III 

THE COURSE: "BRINGING WOMEN 
TO THE WRITING TABLE" 

"Bringing Women to the Writing Table" is a course based 

on a compilation of research performed by other feminist 

scholars about how women learn to write and how women's 

learning experiences differ from those of men. Before 

describing this course, I would like to remind you of 

Adrienne Rich's advice to women students about "claiming an 

education" (Rich 231). In her speech, Rich warns women 

students that they can no longer afford to "receive" an 

education but must begin now to "claim" an education (231). 

This course, "Bringing Women to the Writing Table," is 

designed to facilitate women students in their efforts to 

claim an education while proposing that teachers throw off 

their robes of authority and put on the dress of advocate 

and facilitator. 

Facilitator/teachers no longer assume the traditional 

patriarchal stance of the all-knowing, all-seeing, and ever-

critical ruler of the classroom. Facilitators do not claim 

to be the authorities, but instead join their students on a 

quest to find their pasts as women, and in the process, 

establish a writing community where they and their students 
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may find their voices as women. The facilitator's hope and 

goal is to establish a writing community that brings women 

confidence in their writing as well as in other forms of 

expression. 

"Bringing Women to the Writing Table" is an effort to 

introduce women to the words and writing of other women. 

Its mission is to show women how the exclusion of women 

writers from the traditional literary canon has hindered 

their own ability to compose. In order for women to 

validate and understand their own writing, they must, as 

Dale Spender says, in Man Made Language, "unearth the lost 

women writers and their works" (204). They must look beyond 

the four or five women authors nominally recognized by the 

traditional canon and behold the incredible number of other 

women writers and their words, their thoughts, their style 

and form--their voice. 

This course not only intends to rediscover women and 

their language, but to study women's history and their 

deliberate systematic exclusion from the academy. This 

unearthing process will expose women to a wide array of 

women writers and help students to appreciate the power of 

women's language. I hope this appreciation will influence 

the student's own language, help them build confidence in 

their own writing, and thereby enable them to become part of 
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a larger community where they feel free to affirm their own 

voice. 

Many feminist pedagogical theorists promote this kind 

of community/process/collaborative writing. They see the 

need for women to participate in a writing community from 

which they draw the courage and conviction to write, in 

their own words and their own style. Geoffrey Chase, for 

example, states in "Accommodations, Resistance and the 

Politics of Student Writing," that "writing needs to be seen 

as an ideological process whose aims should include teaching 

students to write as part of a larger project in which they 

can affirm their own voices, learn how to exercise the 

skills of critical interrogation, and, finally, exercise the 

courage to act in the interests of improving the quality of 

human life" (13-22). Phyllis Lassner concurs with Chase in 

"Feminist Responses to Rogerian Argument" and goes on to say 

that for women this means "exploring the anxieties that 

writer and reader bring to an issue" (230). This would 

initiate the demystification process of "a subject whose 

objective remains unknowable until looked at as real human 

beings living in a culture of its own and with its own 

values, and yet very much a part of the more dominant 

culture with which it is at loggerheads" (230). 

Included in the notion of a writing community is the 

idea of collaborative writing. "Bringing Women to the 
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Writing Table" includes collaborative writing in the course 

description because collaboration facilitates establishing a 

writing community. It especially helps validate students' 

thoughts and feelings. Collaborative learning and writing 

takes the fear out of expressing oneself in front of an 

academic audience and replaces it with the comfort of 

writing for one's own peers. Collaborative writing 

encourages students to give feedback to each other and 

avoids placing the teacher in the role of supreme authority. 

In addition, the classroom becomes a dynamic environment 

where students share knowledge, encourage discussion, and 

affirm each other as viable (and valuable) sources of 

information (Stanger 43). 

Why change the traditional hierarchal classroom 

environment for women? Many studies show that women's 

classroom experience differs from men's. Cheris Kramarae 

and Paula A. Treichler in "Power Relationships in the 

Classroom" explain that women experience a "curriculum that 

largely excludes the female experience" (53). The 

traditional male canon "empowers and affirms male readers" 

while depriving female students of the same experience 

(Gabriel 130). In fact, many women's studies scholars feel 

the academic canon embodies men's "fear of women" and their 

"need to protect conventional masculinist" ideals (Heilbrun 

38). 
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The male canon forces women to identify with the male 

frame of reference which is often based largely on 

patriarchy and even misogyny (Gabriel 129-30). No wonder 

students' written responses to assigned readings will vary 

(often dramatically) depending on their gender. Women 

students cannot help struggling for the appropriate 

responses to works that devalue their very existence. 

Controlled tests of freshmen students' writings show 

significant gender differences in text interpretation 

(Gabriel 127). These tests show female "relationality" to 

be quite different from male "relationality," because each 

has a gendered "frame of reference" (129). That is why many 

feminists side with reader-response theorists, focusing 

their critical stance on the reader's response to a work 

rather than traditional interpretations of the work (129). 

Another important aspect of classroom analysis involves 

women's responses to the teacher. Kramarae and Trechler 

discuss experiments conducted on male and female students in 

response to their teachers. They found women were more 

intimidated by their teacher's expertise than men were 

(Kramarae 53). Kramarae and Trechler also found men 

students were most comfortable participating in class 

discussion when they were well prepared; however, women's 

decisions to speak were based more on the teacher's behavior 

than their own competency (53). These studies also revealed 



that women were more likely to speak in class to assist a 

friend who had spoken previously (54). In addition, women 

wanted class discussion to include personal experience as 

example, whereas men preferred debates (on abstract 

concepts) "with a priority on individual expertise and 

presentation" (55). 
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Women, more than men, feel it is important for teachers 

to help students "feel good about each other" (54). 

Summarily, women focus more on the teaching and learning 

process, while men feel it most important that teachers 

organize and provide class content through lecturing (54-

55). 

When organizing a women's studies class, teachers need 

to be sensitive to the differences in male and female 

students. Women's studies teachers should "call attention 

to new texts" and develop "new readings of old texts" (Baym 

61). They should identify and present to their students 

women's writing--helping them to find "specific female 

writing presences" (61). Also, when studying male works, 

the teacher should endeavor to explore the deliberate 

devaluation of women identifying "various devaluation 

strategies", ( 61) • And teachers must try to find any "covert 

feminist sympathies" in male writings (61). In many ways, 

the feminist teacher is challenging traditional patriarchal 



"universal themes," calling them a delusion based on 

"masculine bias" ( 61) • 
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Above all the classroom is the place where women's 

inequality should be brought into the open (Heilbrun 36). 

This is where women can come to grips with the female's 

place within their culture (36). The equality of the 

college classroom does not prepare women for the 

"inequalities of work, marriage, child-rearing, and aging;" 

women should be exposed to these differences through the 

course of their studies in an environment where they feel 

free to explore the implications of these inequalities (36). 

Men could also benefit from this kind of classroom 

experience. In the women's studies classroom, men could 

begin to question their attitudes "towards females, 

themselves, a~d the presumptions of their maleness" (36). 

The following syllabus states the goals and 

expectations of the course, "Bringing Women to the Writing 

Table." Students can see by the syllabus that this course 

clearly considers women's issues in the classroom and sets 

the stage for an open and empowering writing experience. 

"Bringing Women to the Writing Table" 

Course Syllabus 

Course Description: "Bringing Women to the Writing Table" 

is a course designed to help you understand how your 
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writing connects with your sense of who you are and who 

you are writing for. In this course we will work 

together questioning and exploring women's cultural 

history. Using a feminist perspective we will examine 

how women's forced "silence" has excluded or thwarted 

their production of literary and academic works. 

Texts: Because there is a wide range of materials 

imperative to an understanding of women's cultural 

history, a packet of reading materials produced from 

various sources will be required and available for 

purchase at the Duplicating Department. [These 

materials are discussed in detail in Chapter Three.] 

Course Goals: The main objective of this course is to give 

you confidence in your own ideas and belief in your own 

authority. You will learn skills in critical 

interrogation and analysis while searching for ways to 

act in the interest of improving the quality of human 

life. Through research and analysis of traditional 

patriarchal precepts, my hope is that you will come to 

understand women's historically muted position, and 

that this understanding will help you articulate a new 

reality through your writing. 
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Assignments: We will examine articles, movies, literature, 

advertisements, art, newspapers, and plays. 

Assignments will focus on your thoughts and feelings 

about the issues raised during discussion of these 

materials. Collaborative work assignments will be used 

to aid in expanding your understanding of the myths 

surrounding women. Through the process of 

collaborative learning, you will be able to develop a 

project to share with the class. You will write in 

your journals during a portion of each class. This 

activity will give you a place to critically examine 

your world and the issues raised through class 

discussions. Finally, toward the end of the semester, 

using information gathered through library research and 

class discussions, you will select a topic of personal 

interest and go through a process of shaping and 

reshaping ideas using "writing as revision. " 

Throughout this process, you will gain confidence from 

seeing your own "voice" emerge in your writing. 

Grading Scheme: We are establishing a writing community in 

this class; therefore, it seems only fair that we all 

discuss the weight certain assignments should be given. 

Since our focus is on the process of writing and the 

specificity and shaping of ideas, your first drafts 
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will never be graded. Because your knowledge will be 

more extensive towards the end of the semester, you may 

want more weight to be given to your final papers. All 

ground rules will be discussed and established at the 

beginning of the semester, but some revisions may be 

made later. Remember, everyone has a voice in this 

community. 

Attendance: Regular attendance is critical to the 

establishment of a writing community. As a community, 

we will establish our attendance guidelines at the 

beginning of the semester. Remember, we will decide 

these guidelines as a group and your adherence to them 

will help me maintain my role as facilitator--not 

gatekeeper. 



CHAPTER IV 

ASSIGNMENTS, RESOURCES, AND APPLICATIONS 

"Bringing Women to the Writing Table" aims to empower 

women students by encouraging cultural criticism and 

developing critical thinking and writing skills. Students, 

in an effort to accomplish these goals, must participate in 

a demanding schedule of reading, critical analysis, and 

writing. 

I have envisioned "Bringing Women to the Writing 

Table" as a course in three parts. The usual practice in 

other women's studies courses is to encourage women students 

to begin with the personal and then move to the social and 

political. By beginning with the personal, students not 

only examine their personal relationship with language, but 

they also have a wealth of ready information to draw upon. 

In addition, many studies show that women prefer to use 

personal example as a (beginning) vehicle for understanding 

and analysis. Therefore, in the first part of this course 

students will study how their personal relationships to 

language are formed. After understanding how they relate to 

language in a personal way, students will then be ready to 

move beyond personal experience and focus on the social and 
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political forces that affect women's language. As they 

collaboratively research the significant cultural 

implications of man's control of language and literature, 

they will be asked to narrow their focus to a specific 

aspect of this oppression that interests them. They will be 

encouraged to examine their society, its culture, its 

hierarchal organization, and to question why society is 

organized as it is, who benefits from this structure, who 

loses? Through both collaborative and individual research, 

students will gather information about social influences on 

women and language and present their research in a 

culminating project at the end of the course. 

"Bringing Women to the Writing Table" will insist, 

during the first part of this course, that students have an 

opportunity to spend some time examining their private 

world--the intimate space within which they operate and 

communicate. For it is only after women students understand 

what constitutes their personal environment and its impact 

on their language that they can begin to make sense of 

society's impact on them, personally, and, later on, their 

culture's impact on women as a whole. 

Students will begin examining their personal space by 

surveying articles and books where other women discuss and 

scrutinize women's personal lives, how women are socialized, 

and how these factors influence women's language production 



and women's ability, or inability, to produce cultural 

forms. This is when the fun truly begins. 
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Next, students will focus on their personal 

relationships to language by closely examining other women 

writers and their problems and successes with language. 

While investigating these women writers and the issues they 

have faced, students will examine their own feelings about 

writing, documenting (in their journals) their personal 

fears, frustrations, and failures with writing as well as 

their hopes and successes. 

As students focus on women's personal sphere and its 

influence on their use of language, they will meet several 

objectives (significantly informed by Pamela Annas's 

discussion in "Silences: Feminist Language Research and the 

Teaching of Writing" (5-6)), including: 

- Students will explore women's problems with 

language 

- Students will learn to identify and discuss 

personal aspects of language 

- Students will record and discuss their positive 

and negative experiences with language 

- Students will explore and analyze their feelings 

about language in relation to their background 

(age, class, ethnic group, sexual politics, 

region, religion, and GENDER) 



- Students will begin to uncover and understand 

what helps them to write and what keeps them 

from writing. 
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The following resources have been selected to help 

students begin their self-examination. These resources 

discuss how patriarchal language subordinates women and how 

women's writing is affected by societal oppression. 

Non-Fiction 

Belenky, Mary Field, Blythe McVicker Clinchy, Nancy 

Rule Goldberger, and Jill Mattuck Tarule. Women'~ 

Ways of Knowing: The Development of Self, Voice, 

and Mind. New York: Basic, 1986. The authors name 

and examine five perspectives "from which women 

view reality and draw conclusions about truth, 

knowledge, and authority" (3). They focus on 

women's self-concepts and ways of knowing in 

relation to the social institutions of school and 

family. 

Application: This source will help to introduce 

students to the epistemological perspectives 

(categories) from which women make knowledge. 

Students will discuss these categories and how 

they influence women's ability to use language and 

make meaning (voice) in their writing. Students 

will examine how women's emotional and 
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intellectual development differs from men's 

(Freud, William Perry) and how these traditional 

masculinist measurements, by which women have been 

judged, are not relevant to women and, in fact, 

have been used to denigrate and silence them. 

Balker, Joan. "Teaching Griselda to Write." College 

English 40 (1979): 906-08. Balker suggests women 

suffer from the "good girl" syndrome and are often 

masochistic writers. She suggests teachers 

encourage students to develop their own voice 

through assignments that begin with the personal 

and move to the critical. 

Application: Students will use this source to 

identify personal feelings and inhibitions they 

may experience when attempting to write their 

thoughts in their own language (voice) rather than 

conforming to the expectations of patriarchal 

society. This article will help students see the 

difference in writing a paper versus "expressing 

their own ideas, feelings, and voices on paper" no 

matter what form of expression they use. 

Gilligan, Carol. In ~ Different Voice: Psychological 

Theory and Women'§ Development. Cambridge: 

Harvard UP, 1982. Gilligan uses three 

longitudinal studies to examine her central 
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assumption: the 1anguage people use to talk about 

their lives and make connections is significant 

because it reflects the "world that they see and 

in which they act. " 

Application: This source can be used to 

compliment Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and 

Tarule's theories. Gilligan's work introduces 

students to how women form thoughts and identity, 

the different ways their thinking develops, how 

the world they live in influences the language 

they use in speaking and in writing (voice), and 

how that world has historically been based on 

male-model theories of development (Freud, 

Erickson). 

Spender, Dale. Man Made Language. 2nd Ed. Boston: 

Pandora, 1985. Spender covers much ground by 

beginning with semantic and syntactic sexism in 

language and how meaning is man-made and moving to 

man's deliberate suppression and criticism of 

women's literature. Spender also cites specific 

instances where men have formally (and informally) 

legislated masculinist language by deliberately 

excising women from the language and skewing their 

presence in religious (cultural guidebooks) texts. 

Application: Students will use this information 
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to question how language is made, how meaning is 

made, and how women have historically been 

excluded from this process. Students will be 

encouraged to question why and what they read (who 

legislated the academic canon?) and to question 

why their responses to male, often misogynous, 

literature differs from the traditional 

interpretations deemed acceptable by the 

conventional academicians. This source will 

expose students to man's control of language and 

literature and how this control influences the way 

in which their culture defines women--leading 

students to question the universal patriarchal 

notions of male supremacy in their society, their 

personal lives, and more specifically, in what 

they read and what they write. 

Tedesco, Janis. "Women's Ways of Knowing/Women's Ways 

of Composing." Rhetoric Review 9 (1991): 246-56. 

Tedesco discusses Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, 

and Tarule's impact on composition pedagogy by 

comparing Perry's male developmental scheme to 

Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule's female 

intellectual development scheme. She includes 

scholarly reactions to Belenky, Clinchy, 

Goldberger, and Tarule's findings and reviews 



recent research about male and female modes of 

rhetoric. 

Application: This source builds upon Belenky, 

Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule's theories and 

helps to substantiate and explicate the text. 

Students can use this source to focus on the 

differences in the Perry and Belenky, Clinchy, 

Goldberger, and Tarule models. Also, this gives 

students an opportunity to see an example of an 

academic response to scholarship. 

Woolf, Virginia. ~ Room of One'~ Own. New York: 

Harcourt, 1929. Woolf discusses the needs of 

women writers: independent income, privacy, and 

freedom from familial responsibilities. She also 

elaborates on how patriarchal society's code for 

appropriate female behavior influences, if not 

stifles, women writers' ability to produce 

legitimate literary criticism. 
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Application: This work exposes students to the 

dilemmas faced by women writers, specifically 

Virginia Woolf. It helps students to see how 

women's personal spheres (household duties, child 

rearing, and spousal obligations) often conflict, 

even thwart, women's efforts to write. Students 

will also explore how societal (male) expectations 
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and women's 'learned need' to fulfill them (to the 

point of actually denying themselves in order to 

support men) have adversely ("double voiced 

discourse") affected women writers' abilities to 

write truthfully in their own voice. 

During the middle part of the course, students will 

shift their focus to the social and political implications 

of language. This section's objectives concern the 

examination of women's language in connection with other 

women, races, family, and community. Students will examine 

how language either encourages or prevents them from 

expressing their feelings, and how society influences their 

ability to create. Also, students will explore how women 

struggle to speak or write about race, sex, and linguistic 

oppression. 

Much of the research and writing in this section will 

be collaborative. Students will be grouped into writing 

communities and will collaboratively research, peer-edit, 

and report their research findings in both written and oral 

forms. 

Since this part of the course moves into the social 

realm, several works from various genres will be included in 

addition to the assignment of well-written articles/critical 

essays for reading. Some journal writing assignments may be 

drawn from the following composite list borrowed from Pamela 
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J. Annas, Florence Howe, Elisabeth Daumer and Sandra Runzo: 

- Ask students to write about their relationships 

to language and writing in the context of race, 

social class, age, and sex 

- Ask students to write about times when their 

language was changed or distorted by another 

person or persons in an educational or economic 

institution (setting) 

- Ask students to write about social conventions 

and how they have denied them in some way 

- Ask students to describe a positive or negative 

incident in relation to language and society. 

These assignments focus on bringing students to the 

writing table and provide a starting point for their 

investigation of societal influences on women's use of 

language. While reading their assignments, students will 

work on a collaborative research topic to be presented to 

the class by each group. My hope is that, during their 

investigations, students will begin to understand why they 

struggle with words and writing, and as their understanding 

blossoms, that they will be empowered to speak forth in 

their new emerging voices. 

Many resources are available that document and discuss 

women as a mute group, in relation to society as a whole or 

in the context of specific societal institutions. Often 
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these resources include an historical perspective as well as 

current ideas and theories on women and language. The 

following resource list supports assignments that address 

the objectives for this section of the course, but it is by 

no means comprehensive. This list is just a starting point 

from which students and teachers can begin their exciting 

exploration of women's history, women's language, and 

women's voices. 

Non-Fiction 

Agonito, Rosemary, ed. A History of Ideas on Woman: A 

Source Book. New York: Perigee, 1977. A 

collection of the "most significant and 

representative thinking in the history of Western 

civilization on all aspects of the Woman Question" 

(9) beginning with "Genesis" and including Plato, 

Aristotle, Thomas Aquinas, Bacon, Kant, 

Wollstonecraft, Hegel, Rousseau, Emerson, 

Nietzsche, Freud, de Beauvoir, Friedan, and 

others. 

Application: Students could use this source as a 

reference on the historical and philosophical 

theories that call for or condone the subjugation 

of women. Students will discover the few voices 

crying out against women's unjust relegation to 

near slave status throughout the centuries. 
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Students might analyze how these theories affected 

the misogynous literature of each period as well 

as their impact on women's abilities to produce 

cultural forms. Also, this source can help 

students see why feminists call for a 

deconstruction of the literary canon and why they 

support reader-response pedagogies in literary 

interpretation. 

Cixous, Helen. "The Laugh of the Medusa." The 

Rhetorical Tradition. Eds. Patricia Bizzell and 

Bruce Herzberg. Boston: St. Martin's, 1990. 

1232-45. Cixous demonstrates that women can and 

should use language in a new way--a feminine way, 

through their bodies and bodily senses--and that 

feminine rhetoric is powerful in its own right. 

She accuses men of the most heinous of crimes: 

deliberately turning women against women and 

against their own bodies. She encourages women to 

throw off the yoke of patriarchal society and to 

give themselves and their writing in support of 

other women. 

Application: Cixous's work will encourage students 

to consider male myths about female sexuality and 

how these myths thwart women's ability to compose 

in women's (voices) language. Students should be 
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encouraged to experiment with their voice and 

language by following Cixous's examples and 

expressing in circuitous, evolving, and passionate 

language their feelings, emotions, and sensations. 

In other words, students will be encouraged to 

reject patriarchal society's negative thoughts 

about women's bodily functions and embrace all 

things feminine. 

Farrell, Thomas. "The Female and Male Modes of 

Rhetoric." College English 40 (1979): 909-21. 

Farrell discusses the differences in male and 

female modes of rhetoric giving examples of both 

in works by Ramus, Queen Elizabeth I, and Virginia 

Woolf. Farrell concludes that the female mode is 

less direct and more difficult to use but is 

convincing when used effectively. 

Application: This source will help students 

understand the difference between feminine and 

masculine modes of discourse. Students may want 

to analyze how this difference is related to their 

different socialization processes (see Gilligan's 

text). By analyzing male and female language 

differences in style and perspective, students can 

begin to place their personal rhetorical voice in 

a socially constructed context. Students can then 
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eliminate the negative judgments and appreciate 

the positive implications of the feminine mode of 

rhetoric. 

Freed, Alice F. "Hearing Is Believing: The Effect of 

Sexist Language on Language Skills." Teaching 

Writing: Pedagogy, Gender, and Equity. Eds. 

Cynthia L. Caywood and Gillian R. Overing. New 

York: S U of New York P, 1987. 81-89. Freed 

asserts that sensitivity to inequality in language 

begins with the spoken word. She defines 

prejudicial language and proposes a brief approach 

to sensitizing students to its implications. 

Application: This work exposes students to the use 

of sexist language in writing. Students will 

learn how to recognize prejudicial language in 

writing and ~ow to avoid its use in their own 

writing. They will also learn how culture 

influences and encourages the use of sexist 

language. Students might be asked to identify 

sexist language in their personal world and 

envision ways this language could be changed. 

Gilbert, Sandra M. and Susan Gubar. The Madwoman in 

the Attic: The Woman Writer and the Nineteenth

Century Literary Imagination. New Haven: Yale UP, 

1979. Gilbert and Gubar make a chronological 



examination of nineteenth-century women's 

literature exploring various women writers' 

struggles against patriarchal structures 

inhibiting their production of cultural forms. 

Gilbert and Gubar also prove that women did have 

their own rich culture (xii). 
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Application: Students will focus on the first 

three chapters of this text: "The Queen's," 

"Infection in the Sentence," and "The Parable of 

the Cave" examining Gilbert and Gubar's collection 

of comments from male authors, critics, and 

editors about why women should not write and the 

critics' subsequent characterization of those 

women who have the audacity to attempt "the pen." 

Students will examine how men's attitudes about 

women writers caused women to write with an "eye" 

towards the "verbal lash of the oppressor," 

negatively affecting women's writing and their 

very lives, causing many women to not attempt it, 

others to suffer from psychological illnesses, and 

some to eventually commit suicide (1-8). 

Students will also look at the depiction of women 

in nineteenth-century literature, noting that they 

are described as passive, docile, and angelic or 

sorceresses, witches, and monsters. Students will 



analyze how these patriarchal and misogynous 

definitions have oppressed women and have 

influenced women's writing throughout the 

centuries--and even today. 
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Heilbrun, Carolyn G. "The Politics of Mind: Women, 

Tradition, and the University." Gender in the 

Classroom: Power and Pedagogy. Eds. Susan L. 

Gabriel and Isaiah Smithson. Chicago: U of 

Illinois P, 1990. 28-40. Heilbrun questions the 

issues men raise concerning the "life of the mind" 

at colleges and universities when they are forced 

to accept minorities, particularly women. 

Heilbrun discusses woman's place in culture, 

particularly as a wasted resource. Heilbrun calls 

for teachers to prepare women for the 

"inequalities of work, marriage, child rearing, 

and aging" faced after college ( 36). 

Application: This source will assist students in 

identifying "phallocentric values" evidenced in 

our colleges and universities. Students once 

again will be exposed to questions about the 

literary canon's legitimacy and why men find so 

threatening the idea of women reclaiming their 

history and establishing their voice. 
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Morgan, Robin, ed. Sisterhood Is Powerful: An 

Anthology of Writings from the Women'§ Liberation 

Movement. New York: Random, 1970. A 

comprehensive collection of writings (articles, 

poems, graphics, and papers) from the Women's 

Liberation Movement of the 1960's. This work 

discusses the problems and issues facing feminists 

in all aspects of life: marriage, motherhood, and 

the professions. It includes sections on sexist 

language, psychological and sexual repression 

practiced on women, and women's fight for social 

revolution. 

Application: This feminist consciousness-raising 

text will give students a familiarity with the 

women's movement and possibly provide stimulus for 

them to question the status quo. This text will 

complement all of the readings because it runs the 

gamut of topics relating to the oppression of 

women with several pieces specifically pertinent 

to our purposes focusing on women in academe, 

women and publishing/writing, and women and 

language. 

Rich, Adrienne. "When We Dead Awaken: Writing As Re

Vision." On Lies, Secrets, and Silence: Selected 

Prose 1966-1978. New York: Norton, 1979. 33-49. 
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Rich discusses women and their writing in relation 

to societal influences and their experiences of 

oppression. Rich sees "re-vision" as an exercise 

of re-reading old texts with (critical) new eyes 

focused on misogynous messages. She also looks at 

the cultural limitations and expectations 

thwarting women's abilities to produce cultural 

forms. 

Application: This source will help students 

understand cultural factors which have inhibited 

women's writing. Also, it will guide students in 

"re-visioning" old texts and provides them with 

Rich's personal experiences of frustration as a 

woman and a writer in a patriarchal society. 

Other works by Rich include: 

"Toward a Woman-Centered University." On 

Lies, Secrets, and Silences: Selected Prose 1966-

1978. New York: Norton, 1979. 125-55. This 

work discusses male and female styles of rhetoric, 

fragmentation of women in relation to each other, 

the need for women-centered curricula, importance 

of women's exploration of their roots, and women 

and the inequality and challenges of work and 

education. It also examines the suppressed truth 

of the female writing experience. 



Spender, Dale. 

To Them. 
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Women of Ideas: and What Men Have Done 

London: Pandora, 1982. Spender analyzes 

patriarchal influences and interpretations of 

women and women's ideas. Spender begins with Mary 

Astell in the seventeenth century and ends with 

Adrienne Rich and the modern women's liberation 

movement in the 1960's and 1970's. She breaks the 

text into historical segments (with separate 

sections on North America and Great Britain) and 

discusses prominent women and women's movements 

within each period. 

Application: Students can use this source as an 

historical guide to prominent women and women's 

political movements throughout history. Students 

will be encouraged to discern what the effect of 

patriarchy is on women intellectuals and how this 

oppression often forces women into silence. 

Students will also see how women's words have been 

hidden from literary history, often buried in an 

effort to exclude women from the world of thought 

and creation of meaning. 

Other texts by Spender that students might 

pursue include: 

Mother of the Novel: 100 Good Women Writers 

Before Jane Austen. 
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The Writing or the Sex? Or: Why You Don'~ 

Have to Read Women'~ Writing to Know It's No 

Good. 

Thorne, Barrie, Cheris Kramarae, and Nancy Henley, eds. 

"Language, Gender, and Society: Opening a Second 

Decade of Research. " Language, Gender, and 

Society. Cambridge, MA.: Newbury House, 1983. 

7-24. This is the introduction to a collection of 

articles that focus on patriarchal society's 

differentiation of language by gender and how this 

influences women's use of language and their 

ability to make meaning. This work also examines 

the different speech patterns of men and women, 

sexist language, and ethnic women's issues with 

language. 

Application: Students can use this resource to 

supplement other information concerning the sexist 

implications of the masculine (he/man) pronoun 

issue and male/female and female/female 

conversation patterns. 

Walker, Barbara G. The Crone: Woman of Age, Wisdom, 

and Power. San Francisco: Harper Collins, 1985. 

This work discusses in detail the pejorative 

redefinition of the "wise old woman" from ancient 

matriarchal society through Greek and Roman 
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mythologies to other literatures informed by past 

and present philosophical, religious, and 

political systems. 

Application: This source exposes students to the 

"wise woman's" role in history and her systematic 

derogation and exclusion from positions of 

influence and power. Students will explore how 

this exclusion influences the role of women, and 

particularly older women, in our society today. 

Literature 

Dineson, Isak. "The Blank Page." Last Tales. New 

York: Random, 1957. 99-106. This short story is 

about a Portuguese princess who defied cultural 

custom and was not a virgin on her wedding night. 

As a result, her portrait appears in the ancestral 

hall without her face, but with a blank page. 

Application: Many feminists use this work as an 

analogy to the absence of women's literature in 

the literary canon. Women who did not remain 

"literary virgins" found their portraits (works) 

appearing as "blank pages" in the archives of 

literary history. 

Ibsen, Henrik. 8 Doll'§ House. A play and (video) 

theatrical production about women's roles in the 

late nineteenth century. Ibsen follows one 



woman's metamorphosis from a typical child-like 

wife to independent woman. 
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App1ication: Like Eliot's Middlemarch, this 

resource will give students an opportunity to 

experience the cultural mores forced upon women 

during the nineteenth century and carried over 

into the twentieth century. Students can explore 

the repercussions women suffered at the hands of 

men, particularly husbands, when they challenged 

the cultural codes. Students should be encouraged 

to draw parallels with today's social codes for 

"good girls" and "good wives." 

Ibsen, Henrik. When We Dead Awaken. Adrienne Rich 

describes Ibsen's work as "a play about the use 

that the male artist and thinker--in the process 

of creating culture as we know it--has made of 

women, in his life and in his work; and about a 

woman's slow struggling awakening to the use to 

which her life has been put" (34). 

Application: Students could study Ibsen's work in 

relation to the film Camille Claude! (a film about 

Rodin's appropriation and use of Claudel's person 

and artistic talent and, as a result, her 

subsequent ruination). Students will examine 

men's use of women's creative/artistic abilities 



throughout history (and even today in the 

workplace) for personal gain. Students might 

analyze how patriarchy supports this kind of use 

and abuse. 

Film and Film Reviews 

Maio, Kathi. 

Movies. 

Feminists in the Dark: Reviewing the 

Freedom, CA.: The Crossing, 1988. Maio 
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looks at movies about women's family lives, 

women's friendships, women's love relationships, 

and strong independent women from a feminist 

perspective dissecting patriarchal and misogynous 

messages. 

Application: This source's discussion of strong, 

independent women's depiction in films meshes 

nicely with Smith's discussion on the same topic. 

After reading the feminist interpretations and 

viewing some of the movies, students will be 

encouraged to draw their own conclusions about how 

and why men like to depict strong, independent 

women as whores and victims in 'recreational' 

films--(It would be interesting to relate this to 

de Beauvoir's "doublet"). 

Smith, Joan. "He Knows He Can Make Money Out of You." 

Misogynies: Reflections on Myths and Malice. New 

York: Ballantine, 1992. Throughout her book, 
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Smith explores women-hating as it relates to the 

social spheres of politics, religion, history, 

literature, and popular culture. In this 

particular chapter, Smith reviews a number of 

movies from a feminist perspective including 

Hitchcock's Psycho, The Night Porter, The Shining, 

He Knows You'~ Alone, Jagged Edge, Fatal 

Attraction, and de Palmas' Body Double, Dressed to 

Kill, and Blow Out. She focuses on the misogynous 

messages these movies make: women deserve (and 

even sometimes like) to be mutilated--particularly 

the most deserving: strong, independent women. 

Application: This source complements Maio's text 

and should be used in conjunction with viewings of 

actual movies to explore their hidden and overt 

misogynous messages in relation to our culture. 

Students should be encouraged to examine who makes 

these movies, who watches these movies, and what 

impact these movies might have on deviant 

behaviors exhibited in our society. Students 

should analyze their own feelings of 

powerlessness, pain, and frustration when they 

constantly see women portrayed as victims in 

"slasher movies" and how these feelings affect 



their view of themselves and the world they live 

in. 

Art and Advertising 

Berger, John. Ways of Seeing. London: British 

Broadcasting, 1979. Berger's work is a 

compilation of five provocative pictorial essays 

examining "contradictory aspects" of the 

traditional oil painting and artists's ways of 

portraying ("seeing") women. 
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Application: This text will help students examine how 

artists (and their patrons) depict women in 

paintings and advertising. Students will question 

how this depiction is related to individual/social 

issues of power. 

Still Killing Us Softly (film) and Stale Roles and 

Tight Buns (video). The thirty-minute film, Still 

Killing Us Softly, displays and discusses 

advertisers' portrayals of women as sex objects 

and victims in order to sell products. It focuses 

directly on the industry's objectification of 

women and young girls. The video Stale Roles and 

Tight Buns examines how advertisers use the images 

of playboy, cowboy, macho man, business power 

broker, and so forth to sell their products to 
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men. It also discusses how these images influence 

male behavior. 

Application: These works will be used as a 

starting point for the examination of ethos, 

pathos, and logos in advertisements. Students 

will be encouraged to critique advertisements for 

messages about power, sex, and violence and how 

these messages impact their feelings about 

themselves, their culture, and society. 

Towards the end of the course, students will focus on 

an argumentative research component. By this time, students 

will have developed some critical reading and thinking 

skills. They will have collaboratively and individually 

researched (from the Student Resource List) their written 

and oral reports on topics related to women and language. 

Now, students will perform additional research in the 

library, expanding on their group research, developing an 

individual short (1000-1500 words) persuasive paper. Their 

group work in this section will encompass peer-editing and 

discussion of their research materials. This section will 

culminate in a presentation of their final project to the 

class (possibly in panels). 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

"Bringing Women to the Writing Table" is an effort to 

help women understand their relationship to language and how 

that relationship influences their self perception as well 

as their relationship to society. This course, based on 

feminist principles of enlightenment and empowerment, helps 

women explore their own historic marginalization and, 

subsequently, empowers them to break free from silence and 

to speak in their own voices. 

Feminists believe that our society has historically 

practiced "procedures of exclusion" (Foucault 1155). For 

centuries, men established and re-enforced systems of 

authority, like the educational system, which still 

privileges men. Feminists challenge these traditional 

systems of power and their inherent subordination of women. 

"Bringing Women to the Writing Table" answers the 

feminist challenge by taking into account women's values and 

their distinctive socialization processes. Instead of 

focusing upon the traditional canon, "Bringing Women to the 

Writing Table" explores women writers' works and re

interprets traditional works from cultural and gender 
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specific perspectives. These perspectives help women (who 

have been systematically excluded from making meaning) to 

understand the political implications of language. Since 

people construct their world through language (Derrida 1165) 

and since sexism is encoded in the language (Annas 6), women 

must develop an understanding of their language and their 

relationship to it before they can productively use the 

language to speak and write in their own voice. 

"Bringing Women to the Writing Table" does not 

presuppose a student's ability to generate ideas and 

compos~, })ut examines masculine and feminine modes of 

discourse and focuses on how women approach the composing 

process. "Bringing Women to the Writing Table" empowers 

women to 'write, first from their personal experiences in 

family and social (educational and employment) situations 

and then from their newly discovered knowledge about 

institutionalized systems of power and exclusion. This 

approach .. eii\p~wers women to write by creating an environment 

conduciv~ to exploring and questioning current systems of 

power. 

Becaus,.e,· of new pedagogical movements (like the 
' ~: 

feminists' t··and because of shifting student demographics, 

teaching.paradigms are beginning to focus attention upon 
I 

issues ·o·~··gender, race, and class. "Bringing Women to the 

Writing Table" focuses on these issues elevating women's 
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specific educational concerns and striving to meet the needs 

of women students by addressing their particular learning 

requirements. Incorporating feminist pedagogy, "Bringing 

Women to the Writing Table" provides viable methods for 

teaching women's studies programs in general and, for the 

purposes of this paper, women's composition classes in 

particular. "Bringing Women to the Writing Table" advocates 

the empowering of women through a curriculum that takes 

account of the processes by which women generate knowledge 

and implements those processes. 

Today, prominent educators and scholars call for a 

rethinking of the whole role of higher education. Like 

Foucault, Henry Giroux warns that higher education 

pedagogies "prescribe and enforce a particular way of life" 

(89). Giroux sees the university not as just a place for 

students to acquire skills for employment but "as the place 

where knowledge is ordered, prioritized and categorized and 

where students find and fix their identities in the context 

of and relation to the hierarchy of this knowledge" ( 90-91). 

Theories from the feminists, the Marxists, and 

poststructuralists along with Derrida, Foucault, and Lacan 

comprise the theoretical foundation of the new social 

constructionist movement (Berlin 220). Social 

constructionism, like these earlier movements, exposes 

language/discourse as a weapon that the dominant culture 
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uses to maintain and perpetuate existing systems of power 

and to accentuate "difference" in "the other." This focus 

on language makes woman's (and all minorities') struggle a 

political, social, and cultural one. And social 

constructionism (Berlin 220), like postmodernism (Giroux 74) 

and postfeminism (Schor 277) believes "critical 

citizenship" must be part of the academic curriculum (Giroux 

7 4). 

Many scholars see this coalescing of political/social 

movements into social constructionism as the challenge and 

the answer to Eurocentric cultural superiority (Giroux 55). 

This movement "dissects the universals of Western culture to 

prove that its canon has deliberately excluded other 

traditions [and] knowledge" in order to create an "exclusive 

truth" which it formalized into the "various academic 

disciplines" (56). These disciplines, then, serve to 

reinforce and reproduce the Western tradition as the 

"privileged canon and tradition immune from history, 

ideology, and social criticism" (56). 

Social constructionism practices a pedagogy of 

inclusion by examining the "other's" histories, culture, 

stories and works in order to include them (56-57). It 

deconstructs the traditional canon and attempts to 

reconstruct a more culturally inclusive, even "self

examining" canon (57). As a by-product of its 



investigations, social constructionism exposes systems of 

power that exempt and invalidate others, among whom are 

women (57). 
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Feminism is a full participant in the social 

constructionist movement. Feminism is social criticism of 

primary importance and when inclusive of race, ethnicity, 

and class, it is a criticism that clearly captures the 

experiences of individual and group oppression (63-66). 

Feminism "understands that patriarchal domination shares an 

ideological foundation with other forms of group oppression" 

and that no form of group oppression can be "eradicated 

while these systems remain intact" (qtd. in Giroux 63). 

Women must understand how different forms of group 

oppression relate to women's socialization processes and try 

to subvert them. And, most importantly, women must continue 

to construct and re-construct their own empowering social 

and educational environments. 

) 
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